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Futurist… ?



AI: first, let’s forget most of what we’ve seen in Hollywood movies*



Via singularityhub.com: Ray Kurzweil offered his long-held belief on what the future holds for humans and artificial 
intelligence: convergence. “We are going to directly merge with it, we are going to become the AIs”  Current 

exponential growth of computing will continue until human-level intelligence is achieved around 2029. Merging with 
artificial intelligence will then follow, sometime in the 2030s as humans will be ”a hybrid of biological and 

nonbiological thinking, wherein we connect our brains to the cloud to harness massive computational power”
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http://singularityhub.com
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Humanity will change more in the next 20 
years than in the previous 300 years



In technology, increasingly the answer will be ‘yes   we can’!

“A Columbia University study 
suggested that with a fleet of just 

9,000 autonomous cars, Uber 
could replace every taxi cab in 

New York City, and that 
passengers would wait an 

average of 36 seconds for a ride 
that costs about $0.50 per mile”

http://qz.com/403628/autonomous-cars-will-destroy-millions-of-jobs-and-reshape-the-economy-by-2025/





http://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/04/03/the-smart-home/

Source: https://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/08/12/combinations-and-disruption/

Exponential and combinatorial impact





We also must look at AI in the context of the human-machine interface evolution: 

Type.Speak.Gesture.Blink.Think?







Intelligence Augmentation - Predictive Analytics - Business ‘Super Intelligence’



Successful AI offerings will be part of interdependent ecosystems…

…in order to create lasting value propositions for consumers



Tesla example







“Understanding vision and building visual systems is really understanding intelligence”
Fei-Fei Li, Stanford (via wired.com)

http://wired.com


Trust an algorithm?



The purpose is not to remove humanity but to empower it



Algorithms and Humarithms 





Via technologyreview.com

Human-only tasks riding on-top of machines….

http://technologyreview.com


Consciousness? Awareness? Sentience?



Reductionism will probably not help 
us to architect anything really useful

Video via IBM on Youtube
Video by IBM via Youtube



An AI-utility based on reductionism is probably short-lived



Really great software will need to transcend ‘machine thinking’



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

Algorithms ‘Humarithms’☯





The likely continuum for the next 7-8 years 



Amplified / Augmented Intelligence (IA)



IA: Intelligent Augmentation | Amplification | Assistance
The tech world is in the 
grip of an “AI spring”, 

says Oren Etzioni, head of 
the artificial intelligence 

research institute backed 
by Microsoft co-founder 
Paul Allen. Of all the new 

fronts this has opened up, 
the development of virtual 

assistants has become 
“one of the most exciting”



Let’s compare this to assisted driving and autonomous vehicles





“Automating human-intensive knowledge work”

“Technologically, it’s a paradigm 
shift from putting commands into a 

box to a time when computers 
watch you and learn”  

says Daniel Nadler of Kensho 
“We don’t describe what we’re 

doing as AI — we call it, 
‘automating human-intensive 

knowledge work’ he says. 



5-10%  or…? 100% 



?? Logic proves, intuition discovers ?? (Henri Poincare)



Machines are for answers, humans are for questions (Kevin Kelly)



Could AI-based solutions really be totally ‘unbiased’ ?



Photo by 900hp - http://flic.kr/p/9MTJpf

Making things efficient is only the very first opportunity - what lies beyond?



The evolution of software and services: towards experiences



From Internet 
to Brain-Net?



True intelligence cannot simply be replicated with a bunch of individual 
switches (or neurons) - instead, we must focus on the network”



Example of SQREEM Technologies: ‘draw complex inference’
What is SQREEM Technologies? 
Finding its origins in the field of 

Signals Intelligence, SQREEM 
translates any form of data, 
(e.g. numeric, text, audio, 
visual, linguistic, etc) into 

signal topographies where it 
applies an array of non-linear 

pattern recognition 
algorithms….SQREEM has the 

capability to draw complex 
inference across highly 

diverse, unstructured data 
sources. This allows for 

unparalleled application across 
a wide range of industries 



‘Building a digital nervous system’



(‘Cognitive Cloud’)



The potential of social media sentiment analysis and AI



‘Nothing vast enters the life of mortals with a curse’



Imagine a world of AI-as-utility without standards, social contracts, ethics and regulation



Image via technologyreview.com

Vast social consequences if  
technological unemployment will 

result from widespread automation

http://technologyreview.com


http://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/04/03/the-smart-home/

Maintaining the human imperative will be the key to success 



1. AI-utilities will not be about replacing human but about augmenting and empowering 

them: enable ‘business super-intelligence’; software as immersive experiences 

2. It is the framework that changes, not just the picture: ‘transform work itself’ ! 

3. Striving for ‘unbiased’ intelligent services is probably an oxymoron 

4. The power is in the network not (just) the neuron: build the ecosystem! 

5. The Human Imperative will be at key success factor: algorithms and humarithms! 

6. “Sometimes happiness is a blessing, but generally it is a conquest” Paulo Coelho

Summary



@gleonhard

Thank you for your attention! 
A link to the PDF with my slides will be distributed
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